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Top Chart Notes: GIR and GSAM as of February 28, 2017. Chart shows the Goldman Sachs Current Activity Indicator (CAI), an alternative monthly measure of economic growth, designed to reduce data reporting lags. The CAI is shown over 
the last 6 months with most recent readings highlighted. Readings of CAI’s 5 subcomponents are scaled to their individual values. The aggregate economy is represented by the CAI, which is the sum of the 5 subcomponent values. Bottom 
Chart Notes: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research (GIR) and GSAM as of February 28, 2017. Global Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) monthly data is from January 2010 to present, the largest available dataset. Global 
PMI is calculated by GIR by creating a Gross Domestic Product (GDP)-weighted composite of 33 countries’ PMI data. A reading above 50 implies an expanding global manufacturing sector, while a reading below 50 implies a contracting 
global manufacturing sector. The implied global GDP growth rate of 4.6% is based on analysis from GIR that regresses quarterly real GDP growth for the 33 countries against the Global Manufacturing PMI data. The economic and market 
forecasts presented herein are for informational purposes as of the date of this document. There can be no assurance that the forecasts will be achieved. Please see additional disclosures at the end of this document.
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Left Chart Notes: Analysis is from January 2016–February 2017, latest available data, for each respective country. The 10-Year breakeven inflation rate is what market participants expect inflation to be in the next 10 years, on average, 
which is derived from each country’s 10-Year sovereign yield and its respective 10-Year inflation-indexed security. Right Chart Notes: As of February 28, 2017. Euro area and UK are respectively based on the EUR and UK region “Morgan 
Stanley Months to 1st rate hike” indices. The economic and market forecasts presented herein are for informational purposes as of the date of this presentation. There can be no assurance that the forecasts will be achieved.

Macro Key Takeaway: We expect the global expansion to gain strength with broadening contributions from 
manufacturing, the consumer, and policy stimulus. Inflationary impulses vary in their drivers and effects across 
geographies and influence on global central bank policy.
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Source: Bloomberg and GSAM. Source: Bloomberg and GSAM.

Rising inflation can be “good,” “bad,” or “ugly.” We see a “good” 
variant in the US, where limited slack in the economy and wage 
inflation impulses are feeding through the supply chain. Europe’s 

“bad” inflation is driven in part by energy prices, whereas in the UK, 
the “ugly” combination of rising energy prices and the shock of 
rapid Sterling depreciation is still being felt.

Key central bank policy has been pulled forward by strength in 
economic data, led by manufacturing and the consumer. During 
peak Brexit uncertainty in 2016, both the European Central Bank 
and Bank of England were not expected to raise short-term rates 
for at least 5 years. Today, the expected timeframe has shortened 
meaningfully.



Risk Disclosures

Investments in fixed-income securities are subject to credit and interest 
rate risks. Bond prices fluctuate inversely to changes in interest rates. 
Therefore, a general rise in interest rates can result in the decline in the 
bond’s price. Credit risk is the risk that an issuer will default on payments of 
interest and principal. This risk is higher when investing in high yield bonds, 
also known as junk bonds, which have lower ratings and are subject to 
greater volatility. All fixed income investments may be worth less than their 
original cost upon redemption or maturity. 

Although Treasuries are considered free from credit risk, they are subject 
to interest rate risk, which may cause the underlying value of the security 
to fluctuate. 

General Disclosures

This information discusses general market activity, industry or sector 
trends, or other broad-based economic, market or political conditions and 
should not be construed as research or investment advice. This material 
has been prepared by GSAM and is not financial research nor a product of 
Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research (GIR). 

It was not prepared in compliance with applicable provisions of law 
designed to promote the independence of financial analysis and is not 
subject to a prohibition on trading following the distribution of financial 
research. The views and opinions expressed may differ from those of 
Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research or other departments or 
divisions of Goldman Sachs and its affiliates. Investors are urged to consult 
with their financial advisors before buying or selling any securities. This 
information may not be current and GSAM has no obligation to provide any 
updates or changes.

Economic and market forecasts presented herein reflect a series of 
assumptions and judgments as of the date of this presentation and are 
subject to change without notice. These forecasts do not take into account 
the specific investment objectives, restrictions, tax and financial situation 
or other needs of any specific client. Actual data will vary and may not be 
reflected here. These forecasts are subject to high levels of uncertainty 
that may affect actual performance. Accordingly, these forecasts should 
be viewed as merely representative of a broad range of possible outcomes. 
These forecasts are estimated, based on assumptions, and are subject to 
significant revision and may change materially as economic and market 
conditions change. Goldman Sachs has no obligation to provide updates or 
changes to these forecasts. Case studies and examples are for illustrative 
purposes only.

The opinions expressed in this paper are those of the authors, and not 
necessarily of GSAM. The investments and returns discussed in this paper 
do not represent any Goldman Sachs product. 

This paper makes no implied or express recommendations concerning 
how a client’s account should be managed and is not intended to be used 
as a general guide to investing or as a source of any specific investment 
recommendations. 

Although certain information has been obtained from sources believed to 
be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy, completeness or fairness. 
We have relied upon and assumed without independent verification, the 
accuracy and completeness of all information available from public sources.

Views and opinions expressed are for informational purposes only and do 
not constitute a recommendation by GSAM to buy, sell, or hold any security. 
Views and opinions are current as of the date of this presentation and may 
be subject to change, they should not be construed as investment advice.

This material is provided for informational purposes only and should not 
be construed as investment advice or an offer or solicitation to buy or sell 
securities.

Past performance does not guarantee future results, which 
may vary. The value of investments and the income derived 
from investments will fluctuate and can go down as well as up.  
A loss of principal may occur.
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Kingdom, this material is a financial promotion and has been approved by 
Goldman Sachs Asset Management International, which is authorized and 
regulated in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Asia Pacific: Please note that neither Goldman Sachs Asset Management 
International nor any other entities involved in the Goldman Sachs Asset 
Management (GSAM) business maintain any licenses, authorizations, or 
registrations in Asia (other than Japan), except that it conducts businesses 
(subject to applicable local regulations) in and from the following 
jurisdictions: Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia, and India. This material 
has been issued for use in or from Hong Kong by Goldman Sachs (Asia) 
L.L.C, in or from Singapore by Goldman Sachs (Singapore) Pte. (Company 
Number: 198602165W), in or from Malaysia by Goldman Sachs (Malaysia) 
Sdn Berhad (880767W), and in or from India by Goldman Sachs Asset 
Management (India) Private Limited (GSAM India).

Australia: This material is distributed in Australia and New Zealand by 
Goldman Sachs Asset Management Australia Pty Ltd ABN 41 006 099 681, 
AFSL 228948 (’GSAMA’) and is intended for viewing only by wholesale 
clients in Australia for the purposes of section 761G of the Corporations Act 
2001 (Cth) and to clients who either fall within any or all of the categories 
of investors set out in section 3(2) or sub-section 5(2CC) of the Securities 
Act 1978 (NZ) and fall within the definition of a wholesale client for the 
purposes of the Financial Service Providers (Registration and Dispute 
Resolution) Act 2008 (FSPA) and the Financial Advisers Act 2008 (FAA) of 
New Zealand. GSAMA is not a registered financial service provider under 
the FSPA. GSAMA does not have a place of business in New Zealand. In 
New Zealand, this document, and any access to it, is intended only for a 
person who has first satisfied GSAMA that the person falls within the 
definition of a wholesale client for the purposes of both the FSPA and the 
FAA. This document is intended for viewing only by the intended recipient. 
This document may not be reproduced or distributed to any person in whole 
or in part without the prior written consent of GSAMA. This information 
discusses general market activity, industry or sector trends, or other 
broad based economic, market or political conditions and should not be 
construed as research or investment advice. The material provided herein 
is for informational purposes only. This presentation does not constitute an 
offer or solicitation to any person in any jurisdiction in which such offer or 
solicitation is not authorized or to any person to whom it would be unlawful 
to make such offer or solicitation.

Canada: This material has been communicated in Canada by Goldman 
Sachs Asset Management, L.P. (GSAM LP). GSAM LP is registered as 
a portfolio manager under securities legislation in certain provinces 

of Canada, as a non-resident commodity trading manager under the 
commodity futures legislation of Ontario and as a portfolio manager 
under the derivatives legislation of Quebec. In other provinces, GSAM 
LP conducts its activities under exemptions from the adviser registration 
requirements. In certain provinces, GSAM LP is not registered to provide 
investment advisory or portfolio management services in respect of 
exchange-traded futures or options contracts and is not offering to provide 
such investment advisory or portfolio management services in such 
provinces by delivery of this material. 
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Management Co., Ltd.

Glossary

Fixed Income

10-Year Treasury Constant Maturity Securities refer to US Treasury 
securities adjusted to a constant maturity based on the average yield of 
various Treasury securities maturing at different periods.

10-Year Treasury Inflation-Indexed Constant Maturity Securities 
refer to US Inflation-Indexed Treasury securities adjusted to a constant 
maturity based on the average yield of various Treasury securities maturing 
at different periods.

Other

The Global Manufacturing Purchasing Managers’ Index is a GDP-
weighted measure of manufacturing data in 33 countries across the world 
calculated by Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research. 

The Morgan Stanley months to first rate hike indices measure the 
market implied number of months until the respective region’s central 
bank’s first raise interest rates.
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